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There is an ongoing need for innovation in evaluation, given the changing 

nature of programs and policies, the 2030 Agenda and the context in which 

they are implemented. Innovation can be in the form of: new technology 

(such as using social media data or machine learning for analysis); a bricolage, 

or a patchwork, of previous ideas and techniques brought together; or 

borrowing ideas and methods from other disciplines and professions. 

However, it is not so easy to choose which of these new approaches might be 

appropriate to use, or to develop the skills and infrastructure to use them. 

This session will present a small number of innovations in evaluation and focus on a discussion  

around what is needed for participants to be able to use them—in terms of what can be done by 

individuals, organizations and networks.   

  

Patricia Rogers has worked in evaluation for more than 30 years including projects, with national, 

subnational and local government agencies in a range of countries, with UN agencies, government 

departments, multilateral banks, bilateral development agencies, foundations and NGOs. She has taught 

at The Evaluators’ Institute and the International Program for Development Evaluation Training (IPDET) 

and led a series of webinars and 13 briefs for UNICEF on methods for impact evaluation.    
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Her publications include: (with Sue Funnell) Purposeful Program Theory: Effective Use of Logic Models 

and Theories of Change (Wiley) and book chapters including Implications of Methodological and 

Procedural Choices in Equity-Focused Evaluations in Evaluation for an Equitable Society (2016) and (with  

Dugan Fraser) Is Government’s approach to evaluation deepening democracy in South Africa? in  

Evaluation and Democracy (2017).  Since 2010 she has led the international collaboration  

BetterEvaluation which collaboratively curates and co-creates knowledge about how to choose and use 

effectively different methods and processes for monitoring and evaluation, including providing free 

information on more than 300 different options, including traditional and innovative approaches.   

  

Click here to learn more about UNICEF, BetterEvaluation and EVALSDGs.  
.........................................................................................................................................  

 Join by phone                             Conference ID: 304823351  
  

 United States: +16467571480       Switzerland: +41225083200     

 Hungary: +3617909400        United Kingdom: +443300102423   

 Jordan: +96265509679         Panama: +5073017399   

Cambodia: +85523260206       South Africa: +27879403508  Bulgaria: 

+35924928220        Denmark: +4578793993   

 France: +33176542732         Netherlands: +31705680050   

 Australia: +61730628687        Brazil: +556136860910   

 Belgium: +3228080292         Greece: +302112340307    

 Italy: +390697632494        Albania: +35544548424   

 Moldova:  +37322893037        Georgia: +995322422802   

 Ukraine: +380443922163        Austria: +43720775772   

 Turkey: +902127055614        Thailand: +6623049399   

 Serbia: +381114410154 (Pilot)       UNICEF VOIP: 4103010000   

  

 Find a local number         Trouble Joining? Try Skype Web App   
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